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The National Park Service, in a unique partnership with the Gulag Museum at Perm-36, the 
International Memorial Society, and Amnesty International USA, is presenting the first 
exhibition on the Soviet Gulag in the United States.  The exhibition, which can be seen at 
Marist College's Steel Plant Gallery in Poughkeespie, NY is a  moving and powerful experience. 

This exhibit traces the history of the Soviet Union's forced labor camp system and its impact 
on Russia and the world today. The vast network of labor camps, which at its height 
imprisoned or internally exiled over five million citizens, both repressed political opposition and 
provided labor to fuel the Soviet Union's economic engine. 

Highlighted in the exhibit is the history of one camp in Russia's Ural Mountains, Perm-36, and 
how Russians committed to preserving the memory of the Gulag have transformed the labor 
camp into a historic site and museum. 

GULAG contains four sections. The first part details the growth of the Gulag under Josef Stalin, 
describes the prisoners and their supposed "crimes," and depicts a typical day in the life of a 
Gulag prisoner; the second section highlights the human rights movement in the Soviet Union 
in the 1960s and 1970s and details how Perm-36 was converted into a high security camp for 
political prisoners; the third section examines the legacy of the Gulag in Russia today and 
focuses on the efforts of the Gulag Museum at Perm-36 to educate young Russians on the 
history of the Gulag and the totalitarian state. This final section shows the links between the 
efforts of Russia's Gulag Museum and historic sites around the world that endeavor to explore 
and give meaning to the difficult histories in their own countries. 

Steel Plant Studios 
The gallery is located in the college's Steel Plant Studios, on Beck Place. 
To enter from Route 9, turn onto Fulton Street and make the first right 
onto Beck Place. The studios and gallery are at the end of the street on 
your right. 
 
The gallery is open for general visitation Monday through Friday from 
noon to 5 p.m. and Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.  Group tours can be 
arranged weekday mornings or afternoons by calling 845 229-9115 Ext.31. 
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